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VENICE: File photo shows Jewish director Amos Gitai and actress Bahira Ablassi attending a photo-
call for the film “Laila in Haifa” presented in competition on the seventh day of the 77th Venice Film
Festival. — AFP photos

VENICE: File photo shows Russian director
Andrei Konchalovsky posing with the Special
Jury Prize he received for “Dear Comrades !” 

T
he Venice Film Festival returns
Wednesday with an ultra-glitzy line-
up, including the world premiere of

sci-fi blockbuster “Dune” and Kristen
Stewart’s turn as Princess Diana, cement-
ing its status as a serious rival to Cannes.

After a low-key event last year due to
the pandemic, La Mostra is raising the
stakes once again in the battle for film fest
supremacy with the sort of lineup that has
drool running down the chins of red carpet
gawkers and pretentious film critics alike.

The world’s oldest film festival has
embraced Hollywood in recent years and
its 78th edition, running September 1-11,
is no exception.

“Dune” brings hot young things
Timothee Chalamet and Zendaya to the
Venice festival, while Ridley Scott’s “The
Last Duel” marks the bromantic return of
Matt Damon and Ben Affleck, writing and
starring together for the first time since
their Oscar-winning breakout “Good Will
Hunting” in the 1990s.

But Venice still has serious arthouse
chops, and the competition for the Golden
Lion award features some of the era’s

most revered filmmakers, including
Spain’s Pedro Almodovar, Italy’s Paolo
Sorrentino and New Zealand’s Jane
Campion. Almodovar opens the festival
with the Penelope Cruz-starring “Parallel
Mothers” and true to his provocative style,
the poster was immediately banned on
Instagram for featuring a lactating nipple.

Even the Princess Di biopic, “Spencer”,
promises to be more than the usual fawn-
ing royal mush, as it comes from Chilean
director Pablo Larrain, whose 2016 film
was an intelligent and lauded take on
Jackie Kennedy, starring Natalie Portman.

Oscar buzz-maker 
Since taking over in 2012, festival

director Alberto Barbera is credited with
rejuvenating La Mostra, partly by position-
ing it as the launchpad for Academy
Award hopefuls. Two of the last four
Golden Lion winners, “The Shape of
Water” and “Nomadland”, have gone on
to win the best picture Oscar-something
which had never previously happened.

Many other recent critical and box-
office hits have debuted in the floating city,

including “La La Land”, “Joker” and “A
Star Is Born”. Part of the success is that
publicists love having their stars snapped
on gondolas, but it’s primarily a question
of lucky timing.

“Venice’s position on the cusp of sum-
mer and fall gives it unmatchable clout as
a launchpad” for the Hollywood awards
season, explained The Hollywood
Reporter. Venice has also side-stepped
the fracas between Netflix and Cannes,
over the latter’s demand that entries hit
the big screen. That has left Venice with
first dibs on recent Netflix hits such as
“Roma” and “Marriage Story”, and two of
this year’s hopefuls: Campion’s “The
Power of the Dog” and Sorrentino’s “The
Hand of God”.

Movies from 59 countries are being
presented this year across its multiple
sections, though Cannes director Thierry
Fremaux has previously sniffed at his
Venice counterpart’s “obsession with
American movies”.—AFP

Actress hit with 
$46mn tax fine as 
China targets 
celebrity culture 

T
op Chinese actress Zheng Shuang
was hit with a $46 million tax eva-
sion fine Friday while references to

film star Zhao Wei were wiped from video
streaming sites as Beijing steps up its
campaign against celebrity culture.

Beijing is on a mission to rein in what it
calls “chaotic fan culture” and celebrity
excess, after a spate of scandals in recent
months that have taken down China’s
biggest entertainers including singer Kris
Wu, who was arrested on suspicion of
rape earlier this month.

Shanghai tax authorities on Friday
fined Zheng 299 million yuan ($46.1 mil-
lion) for tax evasion and undeclared
income between 2019 and 2020 while
filming a TV series, according to an online
statement.

Zheng, 30, became a household name
in China after starring in the hit 2009
remake of Taiwanese drama “Meteor
Shower”, and a string of successful series
and movies afterwards. China’s state
broadcasting regulator also pulled
Zheng’s offending TV drama and ordered
producers not to hire her for future shows.

The State Administration of Radio, Film
and Television added it had “zero toler-
ance” for tax evasion, “sky-high pay” and
“yin-yang contracts”, referring to the
shady contracts commonly used in
Chinese showbiz to obscure actors’ real
pay. State media has gone into overdrive
urging changes to China’s entertainment
culture.

“For some time now, artists’ moral fail-
ures and legal violations, the cultivation of
younger idols, and ‘chaotic’ fandoms have
attracted widespread attention in society,”
state broadcaster CCTV said Tuesday.

“We must restore a clean and upright liter-
ary and artistic environment to the public.”

On Thursday evening, search results
for Zhao, an enormously popular actress
also known as Vicky Zhao, were censored
from major Chinese video streaming sites.
Her name was suddenly removed from
the credits of major TV series, while a
forum dedicated to the actress on social
media platform Weibo was also mysteri-
ously shut down, as the hashtag “Zhao
Wei super-topic closed” gained 850 mil-
lion views. No official reason was given.

But Zhao and her husband were
banned from trading on the Shanghai
Stock Exchange earlier this year, owing to

a failed 2016 takeover bid that authorities
ruled had “disrupted market order”.
China’s cyber regulator released new reg-
ulations Friday that ban celebrity ranking
lists and tighten control over “chaotic”
celebrity fan clubs and management
agencies.

Video streaming site iQiyi said it halted
all idol talent programmes Thursday, while
a Chinese boy band made up of primary
school children disbanded earlier this
week after performers’ ages sparked a
public backlash. — AFP

HONG KONG: This file photo taken on April 15,
2012 shows Chinese actress Zheng Shuang
smiling as she walks down the red carpet at
the 31st Hong Kong Film Awards. — AFP

OCAMPO, Mexico: File photos show Monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus) at the Sanctuary of El Rosario, Ocampo municipality, Michoacan state, Mexico. — AFP photos

W
hen Canadian conservation
enthusiasts head out to find
monarch eggs, it’s always with

a magnifying glass and a notebook.
They are volunteers taking part in a
summer census of the iconic, endan-
gered butterflies. July and August are
the best months, when the monarch is
visible in Canada at all stages of its
development: eggs, caterpillar, chrysalis
and adult butterfly.

It is also the reproduction period for
the generation which will take off in a
few weeks for a 4,000 kilometer (2,500
mile) journey to Mexico. But it’s compli-
cated research. “The monarch lays one
egg per leaf. There are insects which
can lay a dozen eggs all together while
the monarch lays one. So we are look-
ing for something very small,” explains
Jacques Kirouac, who is among the
hundreds of people who take part in the
citizen science program Mission
Monarch.

The eggs of these creatures known
for their striking orange and black colors
are off-white or yellow and about the

size of a pinhead, with ridges that run
from the tip to the base. The species’s
dire situation led to the creation five
years ago of this program set up by the
Montreal Insectarium to document
monarch breeding grounds. The data is
used by researchers, in particular to
determine zones in need of protection.
There are similar programs in the
United States.

Monarchs of the eastern side of the
continent are in a difficult situation: their
population has decreased by more than
80 percent in two decades. Western
monarchs-which hibernate in California-
are even worse off: fewer than 2,000
were reported in the last census by
Western Monarch Count, down 99.9
percent since the 1980s.

More generally, the disappearance of
insects-less spectacular and less strik-
ing for the public than that of large
mammals-is just as worrying, say the
scientists. They are essential to ecosys-
tems and economies because they polli-
nate plants, recycle nutrients and serve
as staple food for other animals.

‘Not enough data’ 
“It’s a beautiful butterfly. It would be a

real loss to lose it,” says Renald Saint-
Onge, also a volunteer for Mission
Monarch. This 73-year-old former carpen-
ter and ornithologist feels driven to “save
this butterfly.” So he decided to let grow at
his home as many milkweed plants as
possible. Often considered a weed, this
perennial plant is the only one on which
the monarch butterfly lays. But we find it
less and less.

“The natural fields where we had milk-
weed and nectar-bearing plants are
increasingly rare,” says Alessandro Dieni,
coordinator of the Mission Monarch pro-
gram. And the plants are “of lower quality
because we have fields with monocultures
everywhere” and an intensive use of pesti-

cides in the country that killed them off.
Logging has also devastated forests in

Mexico where the monarchs spend the
winter. Faced with the catastrophic decline
of this insect, the Canadian government
has decided to get involved in helping the
monarch by seeking to protect its breeding
grounds. “However, there was not enough
data in Canada to know where to go to
protect the monarch,” says Dieni.

The decline of insects, which represent
two-thirds of all terrestrial species, dates
back to the beginning of the 20th century,
and accelerated in the years 1950-60 to
reach alarming proportions over the last
20 years.

“Thanks to the censuses, we can now
do more precise research,” explains
Marian MacNair of McGill University. “This

allows us to better determine the routes
taken, the conditions that the monarch
particularly like,” adds the biologist who
expresses amazement over this small,
emblematic butterfly’s ability to fly thou-
sands of kilometers.

The monarch butterfly makes a good
study for scientists because often “we
have great difficulty in observing the evolu-
tion” of populations of insects. But the
monarch’s territory is rather small and
therefore it is easy to do calculations and
observations and document “the extent of
the disaster,” explains MacNair. — AFP


